


Cover letter 

•  This is your chance to speak to the editor directly 
•  Keep it brief, but convey the particular importance of your 

manuscript to the journal 
•  Suggest potential reviewers 

Convince the editor that he should publish your study 



Cover letter 

Include 

•  Editor name – Address to journal editor, not generic 

•  First sentence – provide title, author list and journal name 

•  Briefly describe:  
•  your research area and history 
•  the main findings of your research 
•  the significance of your research 

•  Confirm originality of submission 

•  Confirm no competing financial interests 



Your paper is accepted,  
must be revised,  

or is rejected 

 Dealing with the journal 



Rejection 

•  Why was the paper rejected? 
•  Evaluate honestly: 

-  is your paper suitable after addition of more data? 

-  is another journal more appropriate? 

•  Resubmit only with significant revisions. Address the   

   reasons for rejection, check the new Guide for Authors 

Do not take it personally! 



Response to Reviewers 

Revise 



•  Respond to all comments                                                                                      

   If you disagree, give a polite, scientific rebuttal 

•   Clearly list your revisions with page and line numbers 

•   Perform additional calculations or experiments, if required 

Study the reviewers’ comments 
Prepare a detailed letter of response 

Response to Reviewers 



Revision 

Differentiate responses from reviewers’ comments by 
using a different font style 

Reviewer’s Comments:   
A key reference is missing. Williams et al., J. Catal. xx (200y) 
zzz describes the pitfalls of catalyst preparation; it should be 
included. 
 
Author’s reply:   
We agree and will add this reference. 





HOW TO WRITE
A WORLD CLASS PAPER

Roel Prins

 Accepted ! 



Planning 

•  Plan before acting 

•  Discuss with supervisor 

•  Write Experimental and Results 

•  Discuss with supervisor 

•  Write Discussion and other parts 

•  Discuss with supervisor 

•  Finish manuscript 

•  Obtain permission of all authors 



NOW WRITE A PAPER YOURSELF !

Roel Prins

 Good luck ! 



Download a handout and download/stream 
 free online video courses on  

presenting talks, posters and writing articles* 

www.CatalysisCourse.com 
*also available on h.ps://ees.elsevier.com/jcat/


